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Priory community school
Contact - Gavin Smart, Science teacher and e-

learning co-ordinator PCSA

Introduction 
PCSA is a new style 11-16 academy in Weston Super Mare, north Somerset.  It 
became an Academy in August 2011. Last year, it achieved it's best ever GCSE grades  
overall 70% 5 A* to C inc English and Maths, with science at 90%, English at 84% 
and Maths 72%. 

I found out around them from looking on line, generally searching for iPad and 
education material. Joe Cable knew about the school and tipped me off  - materials on 
the PCSA website, TES resources and various Twitter feeds shows that PCSA values 
new approaches to learning and teaching incorporating technology and the Principal, 
Neville Coles, very quickly agreed to a visit hosted by Gavin Smart, a science teacher 
and e-learning co-ordinator at PCSA

Some useful sites you might want to check out are 

http://www.priory.n-somerset.sch.uk/index.shtml

https://mobile.twitter.com/#!/PCSAScience

https://mobile.twitter.com/#!/PCSAMaths

http://m.youtube.com/#/profile?desktop_uri=%2Fuser
%2FPCSparents&user=PCSparents&gl=GB

Gavin writes his own e learning blog which I will link in at the end of  this 

http://smarterlearning.wordpress.com/

Year 7 science lesson observation 

Gavin taught a y7 mixed ability group using the iPads as a learning tool and the 
following is an account of  the lesson 

Lesson started with additional lesson objective sheets handed out to group. 

Gavin was using reflection to mirror his iPad to the projector for lesson materials. 
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It should be noted that the classroom environment was great and lots of  the available 
materials supported literacy standards. 

I bought back some of  the PCSA code for literacy materials. 

Objectives were shared and developed by questions to many group members and the 
big question of  the topic was introduced about The Flood. 

Starter - what is energy used for. 2 mins with answers and then key terms such as 
renewable and non-renewable were and made explicit. Gavin used named questions 
for progress check

The main task was introduced by video link - a man wants to know more about 
energy sources to help him understand the issues related to climate change and then 
he can share the best ones via TES resources as he is the guy who lists the science 
resources. There is clear success criteria for the task. Gavin uses iPad geeks to lead in 
using the iPad. The team task is to use the iPad, access the given material and any 
other and make sure that the success criteria is achieved for a certain energy source in 
a format of  their choice - iMovie, comic life. Groups were given different codes to 
scan to access certain information
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Most students chose comic life although 2 groups chose to use iMovie and produced a 
themed trailer in the time available. Certain students said that they did not have 
confidence in this yet. There was a lot of  breakout space - outside the class, corridors 
etc. Gavin used a problem holder type student to develop the work to make sure the 
ideas were accurate. Projects were emailed to science department for sharing via 
twitter. The plenary was to check out the evidence for the achievement of  the LOs 
whilst watching 2 iMovies.


Meeting with Neville Coles - PCSA Principal. 

Neville discussed how the school's use of  iPads came about from a proposal from 
Gavin. He backed it and funded initially 30 iPads to be shared by 3 departments. 
They very much see the iPad as a tool to promote great group work as well as develop 
modern IT skills and capabilities. He also explained his use of  YouTube and Twitter 
to share ideas and resources with parents and students. Different departments use 
these tools to support student learning via YouTube channels and also department 
twitter feeds. He also gave me a range of  material from the school that could be the 
basis of  many new developments for JHNCC. 

Student voice meeting - Year 7 students 

Gavin got the same group to record their answers on his tech blog 

http://pcsaipad.wordpress.com/2012/06/21/ipad-project-student-feedback/

The questions and a summary of  responses are below 

How have you used iPad in your learning?

Made iMovies, presentations, research, Animations, Comic Life, Popplet mind 
mapping, QR scanner linked to resources 

Which apps have you used?

Popplet, Safari, Comic Life, iMovie, Youtube, Sock Puppets, I can animate, 
Educreations

What are the advantages of using an iPad instead of a computer?

Freedom to move, Portable, Share, Apps, Engaged, Focused, Camera, Videos, MAKE 
LESSONS MORE FUN! New way, Variety, Helps with spelling and writing 
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What are the disadvantages of using an iPad instead of a computer?

Too involved in using iPad rather than leaning, not shared in team work, 

 

Does using iPads distract you? If so how could they be limited?

Limit apps available - they didn't say anything really as they prefer using the to work. 

Does using the iPad improve your motivation to learn?

Yes - emphatically. Students said a combination of  the touch interface and the fact 
that they were new and worked easily with out lots of  understanding of  how a 
program or app equivalent worked meant students could get straight option the work. 
Students wanted to get involved.

What learning potential do the iPads have?

App variety, how they can be used changes so novelty might not be a factor although 
they seemed to think that the iPads popularity was down to it being new rather than 
well engineered. This forms part of  the follow up. The work is more memorable. 

What could Priory be doing to improve the iPad Program?

More departments, more iPads, raising money for iPads and apps 

Other observations 

GS commended on the use of  QR codes to differentiate the levels of  content 
provided in a lesson. 

NC commented he views the schools stance on YouTube and twitter as one of  
modelling a mature approach for students to follow. He also described his stance in 
YouTube by explaining he produced a risk assessment to understand the issues and 
share his intentions with parents. 

We also watched a geography lesson where the iPads were being used to develop 
revision/end of  topic resources for y10 GCSE geography. Again they were being used 
in teams to support both posters and also a puppet show. In musics they were being 
used to support instrument coaching. 
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Key points of visit

Reflection app for iPad mirroring - a low cost way to show iPad work in class room 
free from wires. 

Uploading and sharing of  resources made in lessons future reference - can we use 
twitter and other networking sites for student and college advantage. 

QR codes and scanners has lots of  benefits - for lesson sharing resources 

Development of  an approach to incorporate YouTube and twitter to support better 
quality learning - explore College views on this 

Use of  iPads in team contexts - look at this in final few weeks 

Find about whether it's because the  iPad is new thats why its so engaging - research 
question to add

Comparison of  student voice when ours is complete - organise one for 6th July. NC to 
moderate. 
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